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Abstract

As climate change intensifies, civil society is increasingly calling for transformative adaptation that redresses drivers of climate vulnerability. We review trends in how U.S. federal government, private industry and civil society are planning for climate adaptation. We find growing divergence in their approaches and impacts. This incoherence increases maladaptive investment in climate-blind infrastructure, justice-blind reforms in financial and professional sectors, and greater societal vulnerability to climate impacts. If these actors were to proactively and deliberatively engage in transformative adaptation, they would need to address the material, relational and normative factors that hold current systems in place. Drawing on a review of transformation and collective impact literatures, we conclude with directions for research and policy engagement to support more transformative adaptation moving forward.

Main Text

Climate disasters are on the rise, with devastating effects on communities, built infrastructure and ecosystems. From wildfires in California to unprecedented floods in the Midwest, hurricanes affecting the Carolinas, Florida, Texas, Puerto Rico and more, no corner of the United States is left unscathed (1). These events and their costly impacts are blind to political affiliation and jurisdictional boundaries, although they have the greatest consequences for disadvantaged groups who already struggle with poverty and marginalization (1). Even before the COVID-19 pandemic and resulting socio-economic crisis, communities were inadequately prepared for emerging climate impacts. Recent events, however, have laid bare the U.S.’s systemic vulnerabilities and constraints in launching large-scale, coordinated, equitable and effective responses to external shocks, resulting in severe disruptions and prolonged crises (2). Existing challenges, chronic underfunding, subsequent short-sightedness and ineffective government coordination – exacerbated by partisan politics and lack of consistent federal leadership – have hobbled state and local governments’ ability to mount effective responses (3, 4).

The Biden administration has taken bold steps toward leadership on climate change, raising hopes again that the log jam of action may finally be broken, bringing renewed focus on climate mitigation and adaptation. Biden’s early climate initiatives indicate a transformative push for decarbonization, but visioning documents and plans say little about the strategy for climate resilience. Proposals for a multi-trillion-dollar infrastructure package would provide an influx of cash for local and state governments, but the desire for an “infrastructure fix” may be misguided, illusory,
or simply inadequate. To date, no individual has been named to be the leading force on adaptation in the new administration, and it is reasonable to ask whether federal climate adaptation leadership in the intellectual and political footsteps of the Obama Administration adequately addresses the challenges facing U.S. communities.

In this paper, we review major federal policy changes, industry actions and civil discourses on climate adaptation and how divergent societal trends inhibit efficient, effective and fair adaptation to climate impacts on the ground. We examine these trends through a transformation lens and – more specifically – through insights from the collective impact literature on factors that hold systems in place (5–7). Drawing on the growing body of literature that critiques existing adaptation practices as inadequate, uncoordinated and unjust, we examine the extent to which the sectoral trends reflect changes in policies, practices, resource flows, social relations, power dynamics and underlying mindsets. We find that while there have been significant shifts since the end of the Obama Administration, they do not converge toward deliberative, purposive and just adaptation. As the 2020 U.S. election underscores, a change in the White House clearly establishes a new direction but Congressional partisanship, societal divisions and structural and normative barriers challenge fundamental shifts in societal adaptation across the United States. This suggests that transformative adaptation requires tackling historical legacies and societal engagement.

The Imperative for Transformative Climate Adaptation

The frequency, severity and costs of climate change are rapidly increasing. Between 2015 and 2020, the U.S. has seen an average of 14 disasters per year that cost at least one billion dollars, compared to 6.5 such events annually between 1980 and 2019 (8). The Fourth National Climate Assessment (2018) details how climate change has contributed to and will exacerbate the frequency and intensity of acute and long-term disaster trends (1). For example, over $1 trillion of coastal real estate and 13.1 million people are threatened by rising sea levels, higher storm surges and higher tidal flooding (1). Under current emissions trends, $66 to $106 billion of real estate will highly likely be below sea level by 2050, i.e., one mortgage cycle away (1). Left unaddressed, failing infrastructure systems will reduce GDP by $3.9 trillion within just five years, roughly 20% of current GDP (9). Currently debated infrastructure solutions are costly and already beyond reach for many communities, incentivize continued development in hazardous locations, protect against only low to moderate levels of climate impacts and are inequitably distributed across communities (10, 11). Practitioners and the media now openly discuss large-scale relocation due to climate change, even while recognizing that climate is one among many social, economic, political and environmental factors driving migration choices (12–15).

Past experience with climate impacts and the COVID-19 crisis illustrate how hazard impacts fall disproportionately on the most vulnerable populations, i.e. those structurally disadvantaged due to race, income or other identity markers in access to housing, jobs, basic services and political voice in planning and decision-making (1). Moreover, teleconnected, compounding and cascading risks increase exposure and vulnerability (16), reduce adaptive capacity (by eroding funding, diminishing staff capacity, leaving fewer options) and contribute to erosive cycles of social trauma and economic decline (3, 17, 18). Without funding to shore-up protective infrastructure or investments in water, food, energy, healthcare and other systems, communities will experience unmitigated climate impacts sooner than expected, with knock-on impacts to local economies and community well-being (19). Without systemic policies, communities will experience – and be left on
their own to navigate – displacement, unaffordable and insufficient housing markets, and declining economies and regions (20).

Growing civic discourse and bodies of research advocate for transformative adaptation that redresses the underlying drivers of societal vulnerability to climate change (21–24). The complexity and magnitude of the current multi-stressor crisis (health, economic, climate and racism) illustrate that incremental efforts “aimed at accommodating change, rather than contesting it” (25) no longer suffice. While dominant approaches to adaptation address “end-point vulnerability” (i.e., the most visible symptoms of past development patterns, societal relations and human-environment interactions), transformative adaptation responds to “starting-point vulnerability” (i.e., the deep roots and conditions producing vulnerability in the first place) (26). Transformative adaptation, as a relatively new concept, is still being explored and awaits widespread application in practice. It may include changing economic paradigms and development patterns away from those predicated on the exploitation of nature without limits; redressing systemic racism, imperialism and misogyny; decolonizing of knowledge systems; reforming governance institutions that operationalize these developmental logics; and reckoning with underlying worldviews and values that legitimize dominance and exceptionalism.

In short, transformative adaptation is not just about “climate-proofing” existing structures and systems, but about deliberately and fundamentally changing systems to achieve more just and equitable adaptation outcomes (27). This implies investigating the factors that maintain the status quo and strategically addressing them to intentionally shift systems in new directions.

Key Factors in Changing Systems: A Theoretical Lens

Figure 1 shows six fundamental factors that keep systems in place: at the surface level, policies, practices and resource flows are determined at a deeper level by the processes, relationships and power dynamics among those making decisions, which in turn is a reflection of the mindsets, values and beliefs of those involved. The depiction implies the type and depth of change (notations on the left side of the triangle) and points to the needs and requirements to deeply transform systems, linked to a series of leverage points (on the right side) to address them. Large, multiscale and multisystem coordination and reform to adaptation policies, practices and resource flows would change the structural and material aspects of systems. However, as critics of the “resilience dividend” (28) and “disaster capitalism”, and climate-centered movements for a Green New Deal and Extinction Rebellion (in the UK) have argued (29, 30), large-scale change can seek to preserve the status quo unless reforms change the underlying social relationships and power dynamics and center a different set of values and beliefs about humans and human-nature relations.

[insert Figure 1 around here]

This conceptual framework of transformation (31) provides a basis for assessing the implications of how the major sectors of U.S. society – public, private, civil – are reacting to climate impacts. What changes at the level of policies, practices and resource flows do they espouse with respect to climate adaptation? What power dynamics and relationships do these actions reflect? What mindsets and values inform these relationships and power dynamics? Who and what is valued more or less? How do they need to change to affect decisions and the direction of actions taken toward more just adaptation? What deeply held assumptions underlie adaptation decision-making processes and what prevents them from changing?
Below, we review three trends that illustrate how and why emerging adaptation practices neither respond to the transformation imperative nor converge toward the necessary changes in the six factors that hold systems in place. The result is what can be observed across the U.S. at present: delayed, uncoordinated and potentially ineffective or even maladaptive response to growing climate risks. Aligning the key actors for positive transformative change will require attending not only to the top-level structural and material aspects of adaptation (itself no easy task) but to the social relations, processes and mindset changes necessary to achieve deeper transformational outcomes (32).

Recent Trends in U.S. Adaptation

**Trend 1: Federal Restraint in and Retreat from Climate Adaptation Policy**

Federal engagement with climate adaptation has been mixed. The Obama Administration initiated adaptation policies in its second term, which the Trump Administration actively revoked. The Biden Administration has promised to embed climate resilience into diverse administrative efforts, to be carried out by mission agencies (e.g., reinstating Obama’s flood standards). To date, however, there has been no consistent or comprehensive approach to adaptation policymaking and limited federal funding support across all three administrations, resulting in a widening gap between levels of government and fragmented responses across jurisdictions. The tasks and costs of recovering from disasters have strained the fiscal, administrative and response capacities of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and state and local governments, whose existing programs and funds are far outstripped by the scale of climate impacts and needs (33, 34). Moreover, beyond surface level policy retreat or inconsistency, the federal government has consistently shown little support for national-level visioning on climate adaptation, justice-oriented adaptation planning and governance reform, while increasing partisanship has hampered its ability to address societal vulnerability to changing land, infrastructure and health conditions under climate change.

The federal government recognizes its climate risks as a major owner and operator of infrastructure, facilities, military installations, natural and working lands, and insurer of properties and crops (35, 36) yet, for years, it has lacked a comprehensive approach to assessing and disclosing the vulnerability of federal assets and programs, much less planning for their adaptation, leaving states, localities and individual agencies to make their own plans (37, 38). Recognizing that leadership came from outside the federal government, the Obama Administration formed a State, Local and Tribal Leaders Task Force on Climate Preparedness and Resilience in 2014 (39). Following their recommendations, the Administration issued a series of executive orders (Table 1) requiring federal agencies to consider climate risks in their policies, practices, investments and programs (using the federally mandated National Climate Assessments); to coordinate among themselves and with other levels of government; issue plans; and to train staff (36, 40).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Obama Administration</strong></th>
<th><strong>Trump Administration</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Preparing the United States for the Impacts of Climate Change</em> (Executive Order 13563, 2013) and <em>Climate Action Plan</em> (2013) required federal agencies to submit resilience plans to the White House Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and Office of Management and Budget (OMB)</td>
<td>Revoked by <em>Promoting Energy Independence and Economic Growth</em> (Executive Order 13783, 2017)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Planning for Federal Sustainability in the Next Decade (Executive Order 13693, 2015) required interagency working groups to form and coordinate resilience planning with other levels of government and stakeholders; OMB to review agencies’ sustainability performance; and Office of Personnel Management to train federal staff on resilience.

Revoked by Efficient Federal Operations (Executive Order 13834, 2018)

Establishing a Federal Flood Risk Management Standard and a Process for Further Soliciting and Considering Stakeholder Input (Executive Order 13690, 2015) tasked federal agencies to consider climate science as part of all federal planning for facilities and programs for floods.


FEMA’s Climate Change Adaptation Policy required federal (starting in 2012) and state (2015) programs and policies to account for climate impacts; General Services Administration’s 2016 Guiding Principles Checklist (P100) for new construction or major renovation requires consideration of climate change

Proposed 2020 amendment to the National Environmental Policy Act would absolve federal agencies from accounting for climate impacts in infrastructure proposals

Table 1: Shifts in federal policy regarding climate adaptation under the Obama and Trump Administrations. While the Biden Administration has taken steps to revoke several Trump climate policies, domestic policy proposals for adaptation have not yet coalesced into a coherent approach.

The Trump Administration rolled back these efforts by revoking each of Obama’s executive orders (Table 1). Budget cuts to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), as well as erasure of climate data on NOAA’s portal, have reduced the federal government’s capacity to meet state and local governments’ technical data needs. A 2019 Government Accountability Office (GAO) report found that the federal government has done nothing to reduce its high fiscal risk exposure due to climate change (41). Moreover, federal responses are inconsistent across agencies: the 2019 Department of Homeland Security’s National Preparedness Report does not mention “climate change” or “sea-level rise” (or pandemics, for that matter) (42) yet the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has begun to require localities receiving federal disaster assistance to use eminent domain to force reluctant homeowners from repeatedly flooded homes. This controversial application of eminent domain signals USACE’s and FEMA’s awareness of the urgent and worsening nature of flood impacts (43). While reducing federal disaster recovery costs, such measures overlook how flood insurance and local land use fiscalization incentivize floodplain development and how relocation without accompanying housing and fiscal reforms can harm households and municipal coffers.

Where federal agencies do plan for adaptation, the focus has been on “climate proofing” physical infrastructure without considering land use policies and development paradigms driving inequitable and unsustainable development. Under the Obama Administration, federal action on adaptation accelerated after Hurricane Sandy in 2012. Federal, state and local alignment on climate-resilient reconstruction, especially in New York State, enabled more effective recovery (44). However, to secure Congressional support for the region’s reconstruction and other climate projects, the Obama Administration framed adaptation as disaster resilience, infrastructure investment and
national security rather than addressing the drivers of vulnerability and the need for systemic transformation (40). Politically sensitive issues such as housing and tax policy, food security, land inequality, rural and indigenous resource extraction, or long-term national and regional spatial planning have not been part of the national adaptation conversation. The Biden Administration has demonstrated commitment to environmental justice and investment in wide-ranging social welfare programs, but specific climate policies have focused primarily on decarbonization. Attention to resilience is taking the form of infrastructure funding and connecting climate change to international migration – evidence that the Administration’s approach echoes policies of the Obama era.

While the Trump Administration’s retreat on adaptation leadership has cost precious time, the possibly even more concerning legacy is the political polarization at the federal level that challenges science-based problem-solving and policymaking across partisan divides. The proposed Green New Deal (GND) connects decarbonization and clean energy to social justice issues of health care, wages and housing (45, 46). The approach remains embedded within the current economic development model but stresses redistribution to enable equitable development. While attempts are underway to implement elements of the GND piecemeal, continued Congressional partisanship raises questions about whether cooperative policy engagement will be possible (47), even if younger Republicans recognize the need for climate solutions and support some of the policies endorsed by the GND (48). Private industry shifts may open political doors and offer opportunities for pragmatic advances on climate action.

**Trend 2: Industry Reforms in Practices and Standards Governing Risk and Liability**

Standard-setting organizations overseeing engineering, design, insurance and lending practices are moving towards incorporating climate science into their benchmarks, requirements and guidelines. This reflects a growing concern with managing their own legal and financial liability risks, including the failure to anticipate climate impacts within project life cycles under “standards of care” expectations (49–51). Industry-led adjustments place growing pressures on state and local governments to act on climate adaptation. Against the backdrop of recent federal reversals, these shifts create significant confusion of competing standards. Governments and their employees could themselves become liable for failing to anticipate climate impacts during the lifespan of projects in this era of nebulous and uncharted legal waters (51). Moreover, state and local fallout from these policy shifts may also increase demands on federal investments and aid (52).

Housing markets also are beginning to account for climate impacts, although there continues to be a spatial mismatch between real estate values and property risk (53). Recent research finds that, nationally, exposure to sea-level rise, flooding and higher insurance premiums is beginning to have a negative impact on property values (54–56). Calls to reform the National Flood Insurance Program – e.g., through better maps of future flood risk under climate change, disclosure agreements during property transactions, streamlined and expanded buyout programs, shifting from individual to community flood insurance, actuarial risk pricing and addressing affordability and retention issues (57, 58) – accelerate market internalization of climate risk. In the absence of federal leadership on risk disclosure, private consulting firms (and some NGOs) are growing their in-house technical expertise to map forward-looking flood risks, informing not only individual homeowner purchasing decisions but, implicitly, the real estate market (58, 59). These private-sector shifts impact property values, which can negatively impact individual households’ primary asset as well as municipal tax rolls and locally-funded services (71).
Globally, financial institutions – including public and private banks, insurance companies and bond rating agencies – understand the shifting landscapes of market risk and are engaged in an “intelligence arms race” to measure climate impacts on investments and steer them to new speculative sites and cities (60). A network of central and public banks outside the U.S. is defining assets as “green” or “brown” according to their carbon emissions and climate risks. In tandem, the global Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures has tasked its 800-plus member public and private organizations holding $118 trillion in assets to disclose their climate risks (61). Domestically, bond rating agencies like Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s are starting to incorporate climate mitigation and preparedness measures into municipal bond ratings (62, 63).

Finally, international and national associations of engineers are working to provide guidance on how to integrate forward-looking climate science into design guidelines, engineering standards and standards of care. In 2015, the World Federation of Engineering Organizations issued a report, “Model Code of Practice: Principles of Climate Change Adaptation for Engineers” as guidance for voluntary adoption by individuals and nations (64). Canada is incorporating climate impacts into its national building code and in 2018 the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Committee on Adaptation to a Changing Climate released a manual on incorporating forward-looking climate science into engineering design (65) and is working on a standard to further codify climate-sensitive engineering.

These reforms highlight the private sector’s recognition of the reality of climate change. They also point to industry’s agility in large-scale responses, even if they are not (yet) deviating from historic processes of unequal development or the underlying worldviews and paradigmatic commitments. Industry is far more rapidly learning about climate impacts; buying or investing in new modeling techniques to identify risk, liability and potential “Climate Oases” (see http://futuremap.io/climateoases) (60); and forming committees and taskforces to systematize standards across large networks. As such, they represent a welcome, constructive shift in who joins and what is being discussed at the climate action table. However, these efforts still prioritize corporate investments and liability (i.e., profitability), rather than human wellbeing or the inherent rights of nature (66). Contemporary observers see the financialization of climate risks presenting new sacrifice zones predicated on race (66), for instance by funding speculative investment in a Resilient Rustbelt or by refusing to lend in “bluelined” low-lying areas just like banks once refused to lend in “redlined” black neighborhoods (67). While disasters threaten to destabilize the insurance industry, insurers also thrive on disasters, which swell demand for new policies (68). Municipalities that lose tax revenues from property devaluation may face growing difficulty maintaining bond ratings and/or repaying more expensive bonds, further destabilizing local service provision in a vicious cycle (11, 69). While some cities may use climate resilience discourse to market their competitiveness (70) or benefit from shifting standards, the decline of “climate slums” in other municipalities contribute to new intra- and inter-municipal inequality (71). In other words, the private sector’s engagement on adaptation is not oriented toward societal well-being or reparative justice for the historically disadvantaged.

**Trend 3: Academic and Community-based Advocacy of Transformative Adaptation**

Against the backdrop of lagging federal leadership, corporatization of climate action and the increasingly pressing threats of climate change impacting communities, mobilization from the bottom-up is a third notable trend. Civil society groups increasingly contest mainstream adaptation
efforts as inadequately protecting historically marginalized communities – whether through “acts of commission” or “omission” (77). For instance, the neighborhoods where Philadelphia expanded household green infrastructure to absorb stormwater saw the highest levels of gentrification (72). In Houston, historically Black communities that have long been neglected for drainage improvements were targeted for FEMA property buyouts after Hurricane Harvey using eminent domain, while similarly impacted but wealthier and whiter communities were offered FEMA home renovation and elevation funding (73). In South Florida, historically disadvantaged Black and Haitian communities on higher elevations are being targeted for speculative development as markets slowly begin to penalize coastal condos (74). Additionally, whereas five years ago practitioners noted that “re” words (such as retreat, relocation and resettlement) were forbidden, now there are conferences like Columbia University’s “At What Point Managed Retreat?”, planning for whole-community (albeit not yet whole-city) resettlement (e.g., in Louisiana and Alaska), and websites and initiatives devoted to “Climigration” (75, 76). Critical discourses of past redlining, buy-out and relocation approaches are emerging, questioning not only administrative inadequacies, but the fundamental inequities besetting conventional technocratic approaches to relocation, both for “sending communities” and “receiving communities” in near-coastal and interior cities (13, 14).

In response, community-based groups are proposing alternative pathways forward (77, 78). They have articulated new proposals for equitable and just adaptation (81) that emphasize recognition of historic racism and oppression, demand solidarity and diverse and inclusive leadership, and uplift holistic visions of what it takes to create a safer, thriving society (78). They center opposition to racism and structural drivers of inequality, and as such focus first on deep mindset and relational/power issues as foundations of policy, practice and resource flow.

In parallel, a growing body of academic research demonstrates the oppressiveness and ineffectiveness of ongoing adaptation and so-called resiliency strategies that recapitulate historic exclusionary, extractive and racist or classist policies (79–82). Research shows that vulnerability to natural hazards stem not only from the probability of risk, or even individual sensitivity due to disability, age, poverty or linguistic isolation. Rather, vulnerability results from historic centralization of political power, land and resources; dispossession of communities from rural self-sufficiency and concentration of people in urban areas as productive workers and consumers; unequally allocation of land, housing, environmental goods (e.g., clean air, water, parks); and – through voter disenfranchisement and divisive politics – sustaining a disadvantaged class that enables the social reproduction of this political economic system (83–85). Vulnerability assessments and resource allocations that consider only present-day variations in flood risk deny the impact of historic oppression and trauma, such as redlining and urban renewal; forced relocation of Native Americans and denial of their kinship ties and lifeways; exposure to toxic pollutants, particulate matter and environmental extremes; and infrastructure and service provision (86, 87).

Alternative visions of societal well-being have emerged from different groups, finding solidarity across race, gender, urban-rural divides and building coalitions across issues. This is changing social relations and helps bring greater power against entrenched interests. Both researchers and community activists in this way have pushed local governments to recognize the relational and historic nature of present-day uneven vulnerability as a first step towards more just practices (78, 88). While some local adaptation plans now include language on participation and inclusion of disadvantaged communities in planning processes (89), community organizers go much
farther by calling for building community leadership capacity and social movement infrastructure, forming coalitions and partnerships, and gaining elected office or decision-making power (78, 90).

In an attempt to scale up such local efforts, Climate Justice Alternatives, a group of 65-plus frontline and movement building organizations and networks across the country, has articulated a framework for “Just Transition” (91). This framework advocates a paradigm shift away from an extractive economy predicated on “global plunder, the profit-driven industrial economy rooted in patriarchy and white supremacy” to a regenerative economy that focuses on “redressing past harms and creating new relationships of power for the future through reparations” (91). This non-Eurocentric leadership model emphasizes alternative values and development possibilities, such as buen vivir, consent, trust, accountability, respect, reciprocity and responsibility (101, 102, 103).

Prospects of Transformative Adaptation

These three trends can be distilled as federal retreat or stalling on comprehensive adaptation policy and support, private-sector engagement reinforcing existing economic paradigms and interests, and civil society critique, resistance, and movement building for transformative adaptation. The divergence among these actors makes clear that a shift in presidential leadership alone cannot shift the politics, power dynamics, and paradigms that shape adaptation in the United States. If public, private and civil society actors were to take up the transformation imperative in a proactive and deliberate way, the six factors that hold systems in place would need to be addressed. Both scholarship and practice suggest how this might occur at the level of the material, relational and normative (see Figure 1).

The following sections reflect on ways to redress underlying drivers of vulnerability and align conflicting discourses at each of these three levels of transformation. Figure 2 visualizes these ideas. The diagram recognizes the need to adapt to changing geophysical climate conditions (yellow arrow) but roots the causal conditions in historic social, political, and economic drivers of vulnerability (grey arrow). The middle ring of the diagram comprises strategies to transform adaptation normatively (by asserting values of recognition, justice, equity, and inclusion, in red), procedurally (through empowered and deliberative practices, in green), and materially (through large-scale, systemic thinking, in orange). The diagram’s inner wheel points out the need to embed adaptation’s normative values, processes, and policies throughout the sectors shaping the country’s physical and social well-being. This approach seeks to break through partisan divides by creating opportunities to reflect on shared traumas, shared values, and mutual interdependence of communities across the urban and rural landscape in grappling with the challenge of climate change.

[insert Figure 2 around here]

Large-Scale, Systemic Thinking in Shaping Policies, Practices and Resource Flows

Effective change must address large geographic scales and connections across scales, and account for individual localities as embedded units within territorial landscapes of regions, urban-rural gradients and natural ecosystems (94, 95). Traditional hazard assessments and adaptation planning focus narrowly on single cities, hazards, or sectors (16, 96, 97), despite the interconnectedness of landscapes, infrastructure, markets and political systems. Instead, all governments need to assess and reduce their structural and material vulnerabilities to long-distance risks, compound impacts and cascading failures, as well as engage in multilevel coordination (3, 98,
Ambitious strategies such as a GND would put money towards infrastructure and new technologies, accelerate industrial and market shifts and expand the sites where such technologies are available and adopted. New emphasis on nature-based solutions for flood risk reduction may also transform engineering and infrastructure operating practices (100–102). However, the large-scale adoption of new technologies alone does not challenge historic drivers of income, housing and land inequality, the extractive nature of industrial development and urbanization, or the need to for more dynamic and agile solutions in place of static infrastructure projects. Systemic policies like the GND need to explicitly address these to change high-level policy guidance, practices and resource flows (103, 104).

**Empowerment and Deliberative Processes**

Any effort to transform the structural and material dimensions of systems necessitates transforming the relationships and power dynamics among actors, as well as their ability to lead inclusively during turbulent times (21, 25, 105). Within the adaptation context, scholars and activists have called for changes in public engagement processes, as well as more transparent and accessible decision-making procedures, so that stakeholders’ and rightsholders’ concerns and needs have a better chance of being heard (72, 106, 107). They claim that more democratic and inclusive processes are more likely to address stakeholders’ concerns, particularly around equity and justice (108, 109). In addition, changing power structures by changing who is at the table of deliberative processes, whose voices get heard, who holds leadership positions and who has the real political power to make adaptation decisions is essential to changing course and addressing deep-seated vulnerabilities (78, 110).

As the election of 2020 demonstrates, winning elections alone does not eliminate the necessity of standing the difficult ground of principle while engaging in civil argument and education with those across the line of factual reality about racism, climate change and so on, to find a path toward collective problem solving. Deliberative and communicative planning research advocates processes that enable individual and community empowerment through learning, knowledge co-production, and personal and collective change (23). Deliberative, positively transformative adaptation – often community-led, better capacitated and politically-empowered – would focus squarely on the procedural aspects and center the normative dimensions of adaptation.

**Asserting Normative Values of Equity, Justice and Inclusion**

Since large-scale, systemic change alone does not guarantee a desirable direction of change, scholars argue that transformative adaptation must normatively center justice in planning, infrastructure and governance reforms (24, 27). There is growing recognition that adaptation efforts without such a normative commitment can be maladaptive and worsen inequality (77, 111). Building a seawall in one area may increase flooding downcoast and gentrify existing neighborhoods, thereby offering some measure of protection to one enclave while transferring vulnerability to others (77, 97, 112). Climate or green gentrification is already occurring where higher land elevations, climate-smart infrastructure upgrades, or nature-based solutions result in increased property values, taxes, or rents (20, 72). This can displace lower-income residents to more affordable places that confront new environmental risks (20, 72, 113). Adaptive interventions can create other spillover effects that worsen conditions elsewhere (e.g., for low-income urban, suburban, or rural areas in the face of increasing competition over water, food and land resources (77)). Transformative adaptation reorients “climate actions around addressing entrenched equity and climate justice challenges. It
[should focus] on systemic changes to development processes and [aim] at improving people’s quality of life, enhancing the social and economic vibrancy of cities and ensuring sustainable, resilient and inclusive urban futures" (27).

Science in Support of Transformative Adaptation

Whether it is a new Administration, a new Congress, relatively recent arrivals at the climate action table, or long-engaged implementers and observers of adaptation, critical questions must be asked at every turn regarding the material, relational and normative dimensions of transformative adaptation: Who do the changes in policies, practice or resource flows benefit? Will a strategy lead to a more equitable and just society, repairing historical systemic disadvantaging? Does a project, program or policy account not only for climate impacts but societal responses to these impacts in other sectors and geographies? Who is at the table? Whose claims and interests are heard and which kinds of knowledge count?

Conflicting notions of adaptation and the appropriate paths forward underscore the persistent disconnect between academic research and policy and practice. Almost all government funding on climate change to date has been in the natural and physical sciences (114). Unsurprisingly, there is limited knowledge still about basic aspects of societal adaptation, including how to support contentious communication and engagement about transformative adaptation, how to integrate indigenous or community-based knowledges with scientific knowledge and how this differs from integrating scientific knowledge with private-sector/business knowledge, how to navigate and change the power dynamics underlying the politics of decision-making, how to measure adaptation progress and “success” (for a bottom-up example, see http://www.resiliencemetrics.org) and, now, how to identify and track transformative adaptation and related social tipping points through meaningful indicators (104). The need to fund and support research on the intersections of coupled social-ecological-political systems, cascading impacts, vicious and virtuous cycles also persists.

At the level of power and deliberative processes, grassroots movements have focused on finding and building solidarity across racial minorities, middle-class predominantly white environmentalists and blue-collar workers. Some now also reach across rural-urban divide (e.g., Alliance for Appalachia, Farmworker Association of Florida, and Another Gulf is Possible). Community organizing strategies for solidarity and alliance-building offer powerful counterpoints to current partisan divisions at the federal and, increasingly, state levels (116). As researchers and pundits wring their hands about partisan divides and how to achieve aspirations for unity, these practices demonstrate an existing path towards solidarity, one that requires long years of sitting down, reaching across divides and building a different politics (including knowledge politics) from the ground up. Some of the critical questions here include: under what conditions have large-scale reforms empowered democratic transformation? How can big data science help the social sciences in an ethical way to synthesize robust policy-relevant knowledge from the rich case study research base available? For instance, what are the necessary conditions that enable coalition building, social movements and effective institutionalization of knowledge? Conversations have begun about the skills, competencies and personal resilience of those working day-in and day-out on responding to climate change (94, 117–119), but what canon of leadership capacities, including psychosocial skills, is necessary for transformative change? What historic experiences inform how to rapidly develop and grow this new generation of leadership (118, 120)?
On mindsets and values, while sectors fundamentally disagree on the normative values and purposes underlying societal adaptation, both science (121–123) and grassroots organizations have mounted powerful normative proposals for human flourishing on a resource-limited Earth. However, how to advance the necessary mindset and values shifts, how to affect deep cultural change, especially in increasingly existentially threatening conditions, is far from clear. If a regenerative economy is what people support, but the extractive economy is what we have, how can governance systems be destabilized and transitioned at a national scale, not just at a community and site scale? What are the necessary conditions connecting these changes across scales? How should existing spatial, fiscal and financial systems be reformed to promote justice? What engagement platforms are needed to enable reconciliation between community and industry viewpoints? What kinds of learning, dialogue and engagement foster transformative mindsets?

Finally, the slow processes of learning, values changes and trust-building that are implied in each of these areas of research ultimately raise a cross-cutting question for the scientific enterprise. A necessary fundamental change in the dynamics between researchers and practitioners, between white privileged and far-too-long marginalized communities (and their knowledge systems) points to the difficult-to-overcome tension between the urgency of climate impacts and proposed, large-scale solutions on the one hand and the time needed for deliberative processes, coalition and trust building, and the careful ethical considerations and reckoning with historical legacies required for transformation on the other (124). While the growing literature on transdisciplinarity has established how to work across traditional disciplinary and sectoral silos, the actual practice of engaged research is still not the dominant mode of scientific practice (e.g., 125). Moreover, the literature has not grappled with the question of how to do “slow” engaged science that remains relevant to decision-making amidst accelerating environmental and social changes. This raises critical scientific, pragmatic and institutional questions about how to accelerate the necessary scientific work, the decision- and policy-making processes, and the interaction between both.

Conclusion

Forces of globalization, urbanization and climate change combined with the societal divisions that have always existed are bringing rapid, disorienting social and spatial changes. The persistent level of political stalemate in the U.S. reflects the scale of political, economic, social and geographic dislocation in recent decades. Adaptation responses to date have largely focused on maintaining existing systems, which have contributed to inequitable and unsustainable development, without addressing underlying drivers of vulnerability to climate impacts. Continuing with modestly adapting business-as-usual practices enables current holders of wealth and power to reduce their risks but leaves most residents ill-equipped for the far more dramatic changes ahead. Any effort to challenge long-established systems in favor of transformative shifts almost inevitably encounters politics of opposition, division and othering.

Transformative adaptation demands not only renewed Executive branch commitment to climate action but poses profound challenges to deliberative democracy, collective action, distributive justice and the science to support it. More than ever, a deeper understanding of transformation, illustrative examples and courageous leadership at all levels are necessary to change the pace, scale and depth of climate adaptation and the drivers of vulnerability that would move society to more just adaptation. This review points to how adaptation actors can stay at the table and constructively help shape what’s on the table for transformative adaptation. It remains
possible for all relevant actors to creatively and constructively engage more deeply on adaptation. In fact, the opportunity for demonstrating effective adaptive leadership under rapidly changing and ever more difficult circumstances has maybe never been greater.
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